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The theory of ［I―hato―vu］ fairy tale 'Restaurant where a lot of orders exist'
――The significance that a wildcat appears in a ［I―hato―vu］fairy tale――
TAKAHASHI	Naomi
　The “wild cat” written by Kenji Miyazawa’s fairy tails is “a monstrous creature of a cat which a monstrous 
king in mountain.”
　And without composing a cat’s society like the hometown cat, it is absolute existence such as a judge, large 
gracious deity, the monster who eats a person, etc.
　Moreover, Kenji mixed the folktales of the West, the fantasy, and the legends in the Tohoku region and made 
“i-hato-vu” fairytales in his works.
　Further, Kenji expressed the folk customs in “Iwate” and the mystery in the mountain-Thoroughly and 
attractively.
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